Corporate Information
Corporate Outline (As of April 30, 2012)

Name
Incorporation
Capital
Employees
Address
Principal
Businesses

Stock Information (As of April 30, 2012)

Token Corporation
July 17, 1976
¥4.8 billion
5,057 (including part-time and contracted employees)
Token Headquarters Marunouchi Building,
1-33, 2-chome, Marunouchi, Naka-ku, Nagoya, 460-0002
• General lease property construction business for landowners
(Bridge System)
• Commercial lease property construction linking landowners
and potential business tenants (Catch system)
• Tenant recruitment services for apartments, condominiums, and
retail outlets (Home Mate Brokerage System)

Group Companies (As of April 30, 2012)

Totsu Agency Co., Ltd.
Token Lease Fund Co., Ltd.
Totsu Travel Co., Ltd.
Token TADO Country Co., Ltd. (Token TADO Country Club Nagoya)
Token Resort Japan Co., Ltd. (Token SHUGA Country Club)
Shanghai Tohan International Trading Co., Ltd.
Nasluck Co., Ltd.
Token Otsudori A Ltd.
Token Otsudori B Ltd.
Token Building Management Co., Ltd.
Token Chikusa Tower Co., Ltd.

Number of Shares Authorized
Number of Shares Issued and Outstanding
Number of Shareholders
• Major Shareholders

Senior Managing
Director

Minoru Souda
Tomei Corporation Co., Ltd.
BBH for Fidelity Low-Priced Stock Fund
Japan Trustee Services Bank, Ltd. (Trust Account)
Token Employee Stock Ownership Plan

Managing Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Corporate Auditor
Auditor
Auditor

49,504
10,000
10,000
1,695
1,260

36.7%
7.4%
7.4%
1.2%
0.9%

• Shareholder Composition by Investor Type (As of April 30, 2012)
Other Japanese corporations
1,382,680 shares (10.3%)

Securities companies
49,025 shares (0.4%)

2012
For the year ended April 30, 2012

Pioneer of land-use business

Total

13,472,000 shares
(100.0%)

Morikazu Tauchi
Yoshitake Souda
Iwao Ishikawa

BUSINESS
REPORT

Financial institutions
1,592,760 shares (11.8%)

Minoru Souda
General Manager,
Management Administration
Department
General Manager,
Sales Department
General Manager,
Business Administration
Department

Number of Ratio of
shares held
(100 shares) shareholding

Shareholder

Directors and Auditors (As of July 26, 2012)

President

53,888,000 shares
13,472,000 shares
27,767

Foreigners
2,039,320 shares (15.1%)

Shinya Miyamoto
Munehiro Yonemura
Shigeru Kato
Kiyomi Hibi
Masahiro Mitsuya
Akemi Kitamura

Head Office
Token Headquarters Marunouchi Building, 1-33, 2-chome, Marunouchi, Naka-ku, Nagoya 460-0002
Phone : +81-52-232-8027 Fax : +81-52-232-8061 URL : http://www.token.co.jp/

Individuals and others
8,408,215 shares (62.4%)

Financial Summary

Message from the President

Token Corporation and Consolidated Subsidiaries
For the years ended April 30
Thousands of
U.S. Dollars
2012

Millions of Yen
2008
For the year:
Net sales
Completed construction
Sideline businesses
Gross profit
Selling, general and administrative expenses
Operating income
Ordinary income
Net income
At the year-end:
Total assets
Net assets
Equity ratio (%)
Interest bearing debt
Per share data:
Net income
Net assets
Cash dividends

2009

2010

2012

2011

185,857
131,422
54,434
49,674
42,854
6,820
8,138
3,410

237,674
154,822
82,851
57,012
47,390
9,621
10,153
4,914

221,650
131,530
90,120
50,538
44,203
6,335
7,008
3,859

214,250
115,850
98,400
48,111
38,974
9,137
9,731
6,197

217,291
109,506
107,784
42,968
37,911
5,057
5,745
3,127

2,676,333
1,348,768
1,327,564
529,233
466,942
62,291
70,764
38,523

90,599
31,093
34.3
0

99,324
34,343
34.6
0

101,707
41,865
41.2
0

104,868
43,931
41.9
0

1,291,647
541,090

253.16
2,307.84
110.00

364.84
2,549.05
115.00

91,410
36,718
40.2
0
Yen
286.49
2,725.38
115.00

460.07
3,107.46
80.00

232.19
3,260.84
80.00

0
U.S. Dollars
2.8
40.1
0.9

Notes: 1. U.S. dollar amounts have been translated from yen, for covenience only, at the rate of ¥81.19 to US$1, the approximate Tokyo foreign exchange market rate as of April 27, 2012.
2. Net sales of completed construction refers to net sales by the construction business.
3. Net sales of sideline businesses refers to net sales by the real estate leasing business, resort business, and other businesses.

Net sales and gross margin
237,674

Selling, general and administrative expenses and SGA ratio
(Millions of Yen)

221,650 214,250 217,291

42,854

47,390

Operating income and operating margin

(Millions of Yen)

(Millions of Yen)

44,203

9,621

38,974 37,911

185,857

6,820
26.7

2008

24.0

2009

22.8

2010

19.8
22.5

2011

2012

Completed construction
Sideline businesses
Gross margin (%)

23.0

2008

19.9

2009

19.9

2010

3.7
18.2

17.4

2011

2012

SGA ratio (%)

Total assets
99,324

Interest bearing debt
91,410

6,335
4.3

4.0
2.9

2008

2009

2010

5,057

2011

2012

(Millions of Yen)

(Millions of Yen)

41,865 43,931
31,093

34,343

Token has continued on an expansion track since the start of
the Company. However, our earnings temporarily worsened
in the immediate aftermath of the Lehman Brothers collapse,
after which we moved to a defensive strategy and conducted
the largest-scale management reforms since our founding.
The outcome of this was made apparent in the considerable
profit posted for our 35th term (the fiscal year ended April 30,
2011), despite a decline in revenue, as we made progress in
creating a base for new growth.
However, as relaxing our vigilance at this point would
ruin the outcome of our reforms, in our 36th term (the fiscal
year ended April 30, 2012) we gradually and solidly switched
to an aggressive strategy while further strengthening creation
of a foundation for future development, under a policy of
selection and concentration. The results of our major reforms
over these past three years have appeared as improvements
in various efficiencies, such as an increase in the construction
start rate for apartment buildings and rental condominiums
after receiving construction orders, and considerable
improvement in occupancy rates compared with those
immediately after the Lehman Brothers collapse in 2008.

Since Token’s founding, the Company has conducted
its business centered on Aichi, Gifu, Mie, and Shizuoka
prefectures. However, after embarking on full-scale national
expansion about 20 years ago, we have placed priority
on establishing sites in every corner of the country. At
present, we are focusing the areas in which we are active
and prioritizing expansion centered on regions with high
demand.
Moreover, even within major metropolitan areas
and regional cities, we are selecting methods of business
activity according to the urban areas and suburbs, and are
implementing strategies matched to regions. As a result
of pursuing a construction order strategy targeting urban
areas, we have increased our orders for high- and mediumrise properties, and in suburbs are making steady progress
in activities to win orders, especially for two-story apartment
buildings.
By performing selection of area and selection of key
products for each area, we are improving our construction
start rate and occupancy rate. From here out, we will
continue to engage in productivity-oriented, active sales
activities as we carefully consider selection of our areas
of activity, taking into account factors such as current
population and predictions of population change.

Current and future initiatives:
Implementing aggressive strategies with the
results of our reforms as a foundation and
with improved productivity in mind
Direction

Net assets and equity ratio

101,707 104,868

Looking back on our situation so far:
Efficiency has improved under a policy of
selection and concentration

2.3

Operating margin (%)

(Millions of Yen)

90,599

9,137

Through selection and concentration, we have solidified a
foundation for further development.
From here out, we intend to implement full-scale aggressive
strategies while working to improve productivity.

36,718

In the current 37th term (the fiscal year ending April 30,
2013), we are implementing aggressive strategies driven
by our accumulated expertise, under a policy of improving
productivity.

Minoru Souda
President

Area strategies

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

0

0

0

0

0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

34.3

34.6

2008

2009

Equity ratio (%)
1
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40.2

41.2

41.9

2010

2011

2012

As a concrete example of area strategies, we are conducting
our business based on finely detailed selection of our areas
of activity. In particular, we are focusing efforts on the three
main metropolitan areas of Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya, as
well as so-called ordinance-designated major cities and
other major cities.
Token Corporation Business Report 2012
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Message from the President

Strengthening tenant brokerage functions
While selectively accepting construction orders, Token
will continuously strengthen tenant brokerage sales in its
real estate leasing business. This is to avoid repeating the
past experience of a worsening profit ratio due to paying
promised rent to owners, amid the temporary decline
of new occupancy rates immediately after the Lehman
Brothers collapse and the resulting lack of growth of our
company’s rental income from new tenants. Moreover, not
only does income from the real estate leasing business
improve when the occupancy rate is high, but also our
reputation for securing tenants is enhanced when new
orders for construction are submitted to our company, for
which we can expect a positive impact on construction
order sales activities.

Tenant brokerage strategies
Compound strategies
To strengthen its tenant brokerage, Token is undertaking
diverse strategies in combination. We are working to
increase access to our brokerage specialty branches and our
website, and to expand our network inclusive of other real
estate firms.
Opening a new style of directly operated brokerage specialty
“
branches
When opening new Home Mate real estate brokerage
“ exteriors, interiors, and
specialty branches, we renovate
facilities under the brand name New Home Mate to
heighten the shops’ appeal and to increase direct access
to our brokerage sales desks by people searching for rental
properties.
“

Our Business Appraisal Department, newly established
within the head office in 2010, plays a key role in area
strategies and improvement of productivity. The Business
Appraisal Department was one of the key measures of our
major management reform.
Prior to the Department’s establishment, there were
many cases in which we received a construction order that
was eventually cancelled because the ordering landowner
could not gain a loan from financial institutions when low
population and low land value resulted in predictions of
inability to set reasonable rent. In order to prevent such
cancellations, we needed a function to comprehensively
assess order feasibility, a determination that had been
performed by individual workplaces.
By establishing the Business Appraisal Department,
the determination of whether or not to accept an
order is accurately made beforehand, which has led to
improvement in our construction start rate and occupancy
rate. Furthermore, it has also brought about a change in
employees’ awareness concerning profitability and has led to
increased motivation.

At present the Department has established branch
offices in six locations throughout the country, performing
assessment of construction orders within each business
block. By expanding the functions of the Business Appraisal
Department, we expect increased accuracy of profitability
forecasts when accepting orders, as well as stability in our
construction start rate after acceptance of construction
orders and in our occupancy rate after completion.

“

Expanding the functions of the
Business Appraisal Department

Increasing access to our websites
To increase access to our company’s websites, I myself,
as President, am taking the lead in our search engine
optimization (SEO) initiatives. These involve mechanisms to
make our sites rank highest in search engine results when
users search for rental property-related keywords on mobile
phones or other devices. Our mechanisms have been
completed, with the result that our seven official sites rank
on top in searches on NTT Docomo, au, and SoftBank for a
number of keywords.
Introducing the Lifestyle Facilities Search feature to improve
the websites’ appeal
We are working to heighten the appeal of the websites
themselves. In particular, as a new highlight during this 36th
term, in November 2011 we became the first in the industry
to introduce the new Lifestyle Facilities Search feature.
Persons searching for rental properties take into
account factors such as the convenience of travel to their
daily commuting destinations. In the past, searches for
properties began after deciding upon a region or train
station. Through our new feature, though, when searching
for a school, workplace, commercial facility, leisure facility, or
other destination, people can find rental properties allowing
convenient commuting to those locations.
Furthermore, persons can search for rental properties
near the locations of festivals and other events, or conversely
can start with property information to search for regional
information and nearby facilities. This search function has
garnered a great response, even capturing the attention of
the media.
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Creating a real estate network
Simply increasing access to our branches and websites is not
enough to strengthen our brokerage capabilities. To capture
demand that cannot be covered by our own branches and
websites, we are working to expand our network with other
real estate companies.
As of April 30, 2012, we have 213 directly operated
Home Mate branches, 294 Home Mate FC franchise
branches, 965 Home Mate Club online member branches
(partner branches able to access our system online ), and
3,789 Leasel member branches that only perform brokerage
of our managed properties.
At present, we are actively pursuing directly operated
branch openings in urban areas and are expanding franchise
branches and online member branches in areas that we
cannot cover. Expanding this network will increase inquiries
about our managed properties from a variety of persons and
will widen our scope of acceptance. Moreover, as we can list
other companies’ managed properties among information
on the rental properties we offer, access to our branches and
websites will increase.

Developing our advertisement and information business
As our new Lifestyle Facilities Search feature also
incorporates travel information, weather forecasts, and
other information besides rental properties, persons can
use our websites for many purposes. In the future, we
will further enhance our sites’ information and will boost
income from advertisement. We are also envisioning the
start of paid services for members. We will grow the sites
as a new business pillar able to stand on its own as an
information business.

In closing
During the current 37th term, we are pursuing aggressive
strategies with productivity improvements in mind.
Following the Lehman Brothers collapse, we reflected
upon what had been an expansion-centric path until then,
and in a sweeping reform changed to defensive-focused
management. Now, with the results of that change bearing
fruit, we are prepared to steadily ascend a new stairway
to growth on a foundation of the expertise we have
accumulated since our founding and on the results of our
reforms.
We ask all of our shareholders for their understanding
and support for our ongoing management policies.

Token Corporation Business Report 2012
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Special Feature
Changes in Management Directions to Reflect the Times and Needs
1970s

1980s

1990s

2000s

2010s

Future

External environment
Problems peculiar to Japan →
Gain in land value due to lack of
residential land → Economic
growth → Urban population
inflow → Rise in asset valuation
of urban and suburban areas
lacking residential land → 1973
tax reform: Increased taxation of
agricultural land (to same level
as residential land) →
Heightened motivation to
capture rental income through
apartment building
management.

Bursting of the economic bubble,
but strengthened taxation of
land under 1991 tax reform
(increased taxation of urban-area
agricultural land to same level as
residential land; strengthening of
inheritance tax)
→ Heightened motivation for
land usage.

Increasingly
severe lending
stance by
financial
institutions with
irrecoverable
debts due to
bursting of
economic
bubble.

Latter part of
1980s onward:
Shifting of
major products
to apartment
buildings and
rental
condominiums.

1999: Founding
of Token Lease
Fund Co., Ltd.

1995: Great
Hanshin-Awaji
Earthquake.
2004: Mid
Niigata
Prefecture
Earthquake.

2006: Reform of the
Insurance Business
Act.

2008: Lehman Brothers collapse → Stagnation of
apartment construction orders due to
increasingly stringent lending stance by banks;
rapid worsening of occupancy rates and Token s
earnings.

1998: Founding of Token
Leava Co., Ltd.; acquisition
of Chiba Cisco Plant.
2002: Acquisition of Izumo
Dantani Plant and NK
Fukaya Plant.
2005: Acquisition of NAS
Stainless Co., Ltd. (name
changed in 2007 to Nasluck
Co., Ltd.)
2006: Acquisition of Shelulu
Kobe Plant.
2008: Merger of Nasluck Co.,
Ltd. and Token Leava Co., Ltd.

2002: Start of
sales of highly
earthquakeresistant Shelulu
Series
apartments.

2006: Founding of
Token Building
Management Co., Ltd.
(strengthening of
tenant recruitment,
brokerage business,
and rental
management
business).
2007: Start of 30-year
lump sum subleasing.

(1) First major reforms since founding: Aiming for
a lean organization able to increase profits even
under falling revenue.
• Increased efficiency: Postponement of new
branch openings, cost reductions, increased
efficiency of materials ordering, promotion of
in-house manufacturing of equipment,
geographical restriction of construction orders,
workplace elimination and consolidation, and
personnel optimization.
• Strengthening of brokerage business.
(2) Of main construction and real estate leasing
businesses, placement of focus on real estate
leasing business.

Meeting the wish for
high-quality buildings and
interior fittings at
reasonable cost.

Meeting the
wish for
earthquakeresistant
buildings.

1970s boom in leaving
salaried work to start
independent businesses, etc.

Business strategy
1974: Founding of Tomei Shoji
Co., Ltd. Established a business
model of constructing shops for
rent on landowners property
(shop on first floor, residential
area on second floor), including
tenant recruitment, building
management, and rent
guarantee.

Launch of
rent receipt
and payment
management
at start of
1990s.

Fiscal year ended April 2011:
V-shaped recovery in earnings.
Fiscal year ended April 2011, and
onward: Return to aggressive
management direction;
prioritization of efficiency; area
strategies for both construction
and brokerage (urban- oriented
sales style).
→ Further improvement in both

main businesses, construction
and real estate leasing.

Needs of landowners
Meeting the desire to make use
of land and the wish for
assistance with
post-construction management.
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Meeting the wish for
collection of rent,
management and
adjustment of security
money, and management of
receipts and payments.

Meeting the
wish for
assistance with
capital financing.

Meeting the desire to
manage apartment
buildings with
confidence.
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Business Strategy
Implementing Efficient Growth Strategies with
Productivity Improvements in Mind
Major reforms result in improved efficiency
Token has traveled a long path of expansion since the Company’s founding in 1974. However, in our major reforms following
the Lehman Brothers collapse in 2008, we have pursued selection and concentration and have worked toward efficiencies such
as restriction of new branch openings, reduction of advertising expenses, and work improvements.
As a result, we have constructed a lean management
34th term (Year ended April 2010)
35th term (Year ended April 2011)
36th term (Year ended April 2012)
Number
of cases
structure able to create profits without reliance on revenue
4,000
4,016 3,800
Cases brokered by other companies
increases.
3,753
1,309
The main results have become apparent in the following:
3,000
2,602
1,413 1,720
• Improvement of construction start rate: As a result
2,454
1,464
1,469
2,142
1,460
1,438
2,003
1,300
2,263
1,839
2,000
of thoroughly implementing selection in our
2,027
1,691
1,658
1,640
1,630
1,576
1,837
1,479
construction contracting, we have improved the
1,913
1,607
1,000
1,295
1,133
1,122
1,090
quality of our construction orders and raised our
1,095
1,351
1,488
1,456
1,334
construction start rate.
0
May Jun.
Jul.
Aug. Sep.
Oct. Nov. Dec.
Jan.
Feb. Mar. Apr.
• Increase in cases brokered by other companies: As a
result of expanding not only our own directly operated
( %)
branches but also our partner networks with other
100
Occupancy rate
companies, cases of occupancy in our managed
97.6
98
97.3
properties through introduction by other companies
96.1
95.7
95.6
95.6
96 95.4
are on the rise.
95.5
95.4
95.3
95.5
• Improvement in occupancy rate: Along with the increase
94.9
95.1 95.1
94.9
95.0
94 94.4
93.9
93.9
93.9
93.8
93.8
93.8
93.7
in cases brokered by other companies, as a result of our
93.7
93.5
94.9
92.9
92
92.7
92.6
92.5
92.5
92.5
92.4
active promotion of brokerage strategies our ratio of
91.9
91.9
90
occupancy cases to number of rooms is on the rise.
May

Jun.

Jul.

Aug.

Sep.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Our future direction: Implementing growth strategies with productivity improvements in mind

Under these directions, we will heighten productivity
and raise the speed of our management.
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Business sector
Actively pursue construction orders
in three main metropolitan areas,
ordinance-designated cities,
and other major cities and urban areas.

Location

Directions
In the current 37th term ending April 30, 2013, we will
further pursue efficient growth strategies with productivity
improvements in mind. In particular, we are focusing on the
following points:
• Urban areas strategy: In both our construction business
and real estate leasing business, we will focus on urban
areas, especially the three main metropolitan areas and
ordinance-designated major cities.
• Strengthening of brokerage capabilities: We will further
strengthen brokerage strategies in our real estate
leasing business.

Urban
areas

Actively pursue brokerage work in three
main metropolitan areas,
ordinance-designated major cities,
and other major cities and urban areas
(through increase in directly operated
brokerage specialty branches).
Raise the ratio of real estate leasing
in our business.

Real estate leasing

Construction
Strategic shift
for efficient
aggressive
management

Apr.

Strategies
We will launch various initiatives to increase our focus on
strengthening expansion and brokerage in urban areas.
Area strategies
We will continue our area strategies as a part of our
major reforms. In particular, after selecting areas with
high demand for rental properties, we will establish
sales branches to secure construction orders and
brokerage branches in the areas, and will perform
selection of the construction products to provide.
Moreover, in order for landowners to conduct
stable leasing management over the long term, we will
work toward productivity improvements by expanding
in urban areas in which residency demand is high
and high rents can be set, particularly in ordinancedesignated major cities.
Appropriate location of branches
We will concentrate sales branches, which carry diverse
functions including construction sales, in major cities
with strong rental property needs. In addition, for
directly operated brokerage specialty branches, we will
perform new branch openings and relocations in areas
with high residency demand.
Product strategies
Key terms in our product composition are barrier-free
and urban-style properties. We pursue new orders for
high- and medium-rise properties in urban areas and
suburbs, and we promote the Univaly Series, our nextgeneration barrier-free product centered on barrier-free
specifications allowing safe and comfortable living for
people of all ages, from small children to seniors.
Furthermore, as a new trial to address the aging
of the population, we will undertake construction
of services-equipped senior residences. These
residences feature services for secure living by active
seniors who do not require nursing care at present
but may in the future.

Brokerage network strategies
As our directly operated branches alone cannot fully
cover residency demand, improving our brokerage
capabilities requires that we augment our partnerships
with other real estate companies and receive tenant
introductions for our managed properties. Therefore,
we will further strengthen our brokerage networks to
this end. While our company has built and manages
many properties, we are working to attract franchise
branches and to avoid missing out on residential
demand in particular in areas in which our directly
operated brokerage branches are not located near
these properties.
Moreover, in ordinance designated major cities and
other major cities, we are moving ahead with branch
openings and partnerships to eliminate areas that
have neither directly operated branches nor franchise
branches.
Web strategies
We are further enhancing facilities information,
number of facilities, and other searchable information
in the Lifestyle Facilities Search feature we introduced
in 2011. We are also improving the appeal of the
websites themselves, and are working to actively obtain
advertising revenue and allow the websites to stand on
their own as a business.
Token already operates seven websites that are
accessible through mobile search and are available
to personal computers, smartphones, and tablets. We
aim to leverage these websites in combination and
construct websites unmatched by any competitor.
Driven by a range of strategies in addition to the above,
we will implement effective growth strategies with
improvement of productivity in mind.

Strengthen FC branch openings
for brokerage work in areas not covered
by directly operated branches.

Suburbs

Token Corporation Business Report 2012
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Management Structure
Basic Concept

We at Token Corporation aim to optimize our company’s value by building a
responsive and transparent management structure closely tied to our founding

Strengthening our management structure through IT strategy

spirit and strong management principles.

Token Process Management System

Corporate Governance

We believe that swift, transparent decision-making and auditing processes help to
build society’s trust in our company, ensuring that these processes receive a high
level of attention and priority.
In addition to our Board of Directors, our bodies for deliberation, decisionmaking, and reporting on management issues include our Management
Conference, consisting of executives, division heads, and block leaders, and our
Data Strategy Conference. These Conferences meet every other month. We also
conduct management instruction meetings on behalf of subsidiaries whenever the
need arises.
We have the Token Risk and Compliance Committee, which prepares internal
controls and integrates compliance management across the Group.
Moreover, our eight-person Internal Audit Office performs regular operational
and other audits on behalf of the Company and our subsidiaries. The team reports
audit results to top management while following up with audited divisions on the
status of improvements directed by the results. Accounting audits, meanwhile,
are carried out under contract by our chosen outside auditor, Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu (Japan Group). Of the three auditors under our auditor system, two are
outside auditors.

ToPS

Information sharing
Supervision and evaluation
of management indicators

First visit
Informal consent
Construction estimating
Contract
Process signal

Ordering

Shareholders’ Meeting
Appointment
and recall
Board of Corporate
Auditors

Appointment
and recall
Audit
Board of Directors

Appointment
and recall
Accounting audit

Debate and report

Cooperation

Process signal

Construction completion
Process alerts
Collection of payment
Process signal

Tenant brokerage

Representative Director

Report

Report and improvement of requests

Deliberation
Token Risk and
Compliance Committee
Audit and
instruction on
improvements

Direction

Management Conference

Report on
improvements

Report
Division Heads
Direction

Internal memos and report

Divisions and Group Companies
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Renovation

Management alerts

Through ToPS, we have gained the ability to centrally monitor the status of
progress, from the sales stage through to construction and brokerage. The system
has not only contributed to work efficiency but has also enabled managers to
promptly recognize and respond to any potential disruption such as contract
oversights or construction delays. ToPS functions as a system that responds to
various risks that may occur in our business.

“

Produce”to reduce human error
In the course of carrying out construction projects, our employees must produce a
large number of documents. No matter how familiar a process may be, people can at
times forget a step in the procedure. To prevent this sort of error, we have embedded
our own construction process management system, Produce, into ToPS. By providing
direction on required documents in construction processes – from contract
preparation to contract signing, construction preparation, progress reporting, and
construction management – Produce helps to prevent mistakes. At the same
time, the system greatly improves work efficiency by automatically creating process
planning charts for construction, and in cooperation with our Assist system even
supports the creation of the application and contract documents required for each
process. In this way, Produce helps avoid human error in our employees’ daily work
and contributes to the enforcement of on-site compliance.

Cooperation and report

Appointment and recall

Internal Audit Office

Accounting Auditors

construction projects are proceeding as planned. The trend towards a growing
mountain of paper-based reports makes work inefficient, so in order to speed work
flow and share information more efficiently we implemented the Token Process
Management System (ToPS) in 2002.

ToPS as a risk management system

Construction start

Property management
(As of August 24, 2012)

Token Corporation embarked upon IT strategies from an early stage to support
our business model covering all stages of business from construction to real estate
leasing. Not only do the steps in our business – from sales through receiving
orders, design, construction, brokerage, and rental management – cover a
long period of time, they also require large amounts of paperwork, including
the contracts involved in every process of construction. Maintaining records of
contracts and reports is vital to accurately understanding the status of ongoing
projects, such as whether contracts have been properly concluded or whether

Proxy management, Renewal

Structure for Business Execution and Auditing

Constructing a system aimed at work efficiency

Audit

Our promotion of an IT strategy is not only a defensive measure to make
work more efficient, but is also part of an aggressive strategy to reinforce our
management foundations. Ultimately, its goal is to support our management
structure and contribute to achieving compliance. In the future we intend
to continue advancing our IT strategy while building a more evolved
management structure.
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